
THE BOOK OF HEBREWS 
"So Great Salvation" 
Hebrews 2:1- 4   (1) 

Think It Over 
1.  Every book in the Bible is included to fulfill the design and purpose of the Holy Spirit.  
Hebrews was written to help  a.  Jewish believers who were suffering.  Did they believe in vain?   
b.  Jewish professors who need more evidence that Jesus was the true Messiah.   c.  Jewish 
prospective believers who required more evidence to accept the claims of Jesus and the 
fulfillment of O.T. in the N.T. 
 
2.  It is no wonder that Jesus is presented as the absolutely superior One as Heir, Revealer (of the 
Father), Maintainer (of creation), Purifier (Redeemer of all men), Ruler (at  His second Advent), 
Master (over angelic beings), Premier (in His royal Kingdom), Creator (in perpetuity) and 
Administrator (over His enemies).  Reread Hebrews 1:1-14. 
 
3.  With the above firmly grasped, look at the initial exhortation of the epistle.  The appeal given 
is: 
 
     a.  Logical   This is the import of the impersonal particle (

�� � � dei ) rendered "ought."  The 
term connotes logical necessity, not moral obligation ( �� �� ��	 � � ofeilei) nor a need resulting from 
fitness ( 
� �  chre).  Here is a logical oughtness. 
 
     b.  Vital   A comparative adverb ( �� �� � �� �� � �� � perissoteros) and a present tense verb 
( �� �� ���� � ! prosechein) combine to urge greater attention (turning ones mind to) to the facts 
already set forth (Heb. 1:1-14 plus that already heard).  It is time to do some real thinking and 
hold one's mind to the facts. 
 
     c.  Practical   The aorist verb "hear" ( "#%$ &' ( )* + , ( + akoustheisi) shows that there is an 
historical basis for believing in Jesus as Messiah.  This is not some figment of one's imagination. 
 
4.  So the appeal is clear.  But there are good reasons for the binding responsibilit y urged.  Some 
of these are indicated in the text.  Study them: 
 
1.  The Son's POSITION   v. 1 
     The adverb "therefore" is actually a prepositional phrase in the original text (

-. /0 12 3 4 12  dia 
touto) and is better rendered "on account of this" or "because of this."  Succinctly, the obvious 
superiority of the Lord Jesus firms up the exhortation of the verse.  There is no other logical 
conclusion to the arguments of the previous chapter.  The Son of God, Jesus, has no peers! 
 
2.  The Truth' s PRESERVATION  v. 1 
     Here is a negative purpose clause.  "At any time" ( 5 2 16 pote ) shows that there must be 
constant diligence.  The verb ( 78 98 9 9: ; <�= >?  pararruomen) is really significant in meaning: to 
flow alongside of with the thought of "aside" more than "along."  It is used of a river escaping 
from its channel through fissures in its banks; of snow slipping off a body, of a ring from a 
finger, of a crumb of bread taking the wrong course.  So the thought is not of simple 
forgetfulness, but of allowing the sure message to be swept aside.  What a warning!  To avoid 
this dreadful effect, those addressed are urged "to give the more earnest heed."  This admonition 
was needed in Paul' s day.  How much more today!  If one does not hold to the Truth, it will flow 
aside! 
 
 
 
 

3.  The Bible' s EXPECTATION   v. 2 
 
     a.  Recorded in the Old Testament 
          Note:  The conditional clause is of first class and therefore assumed to be true.  It is not 
hypothetical.  It can be translated "since . . . ."  The O.T. Scriptures must be heeded or judgment 
will be exacted.  Consider how this is detailed: 
 
          1)  Its Mediation   The O.T. was clearly given through the agency of angels (Acts 7:38, 
53; Gal. 3:19).  They were created beings, yet their message was to be heeded.  Moreover, the 
angelic "word" (

@A B�C A D logos) was "spoken" (

@E @F GH IB D laletheis).  The verb is an aorist passive 
and denotes articulation and something understood. 

          2)  Its Conviction   What was spoken by the angels "was" steadfast.  The verb means to 
"come to be" (H

J C H B�K H L A  egeneto), hence what the angels spoke actually proved or showed itself to 
be steadfast (

MN O MP QR S bebaios).  That' s amazing.  The O.T. Scriptures were self-authenticating. 
They confirmed themselves.  Moreover, they were like a legally guaranteed security. 
 
          3)  Its Direction   Here' s where the rubber smacks against the pavement!  Think of the 
areas of concern: 
 
               a)  Every Transgression   The adjective "every" ( TP U�V P  pasa)  is singular, therefore 
every single transgression is considered.  The noun transgression ( TP WP O MP V Q S parabasis) means 
to "step over the line" and indicates a deviation, a violation.  This will be dealt with. 
 
               b)  Every Disobedience   The same singular adjective refers to this noun as to the 
previous one.  The noun "disobedience" ( TP WP XR YZ parakoe ) means to "mishear, be indifferent, 
be rebellious in hearing."  The disobedience, therefore, is what results from letting things drift 
by and neglecting to listen.  Surely, this is selective hearing.  The noun is found three times in 
the N.T. (Rev. 5:19; 2 Cor. 10:6; here).  This will be dealt with. 
 
          4)  Its Infliction   The aorist verb (

[�\ ]^ _ `\ a elaben) affirms that although the law was 
spoken through angels, God backed up their word.  Failure to listen to it received punishment.  
That phrase "recompense of reward" is one word in the original ( bc d e _f g h _ dc [ _ a  
misthapodasian).  It is peculiar to Hebrews (cf. 10:35; 11:26 cf. 11:6), is a compound  from the 
noun "reward" and the verb "give back."  The point is clear, every transgression and every 
disobedience will be punished!  Woe to those who do evil.  The text assures us that the 
recompense is utterly "just" (\

] a h c i g a endikon).  This term is found only two times in the N.T. 
(Ro. 3:8; here).  It affirms that the punishment meted out conforms to what is right, just, and 
deserved.  This is totally contrary to those who claim the punishment of the O.T. is arbitrary and 
excessive. 
 
Conclusion   Based on the glory of the Son of God, extrapolated in Hebrews 1, it is imperative to 
give attention without neglect.  The O.T. was conveyed by angels.  God Himself supported their 
witness.  Those who transgressed and disobeyed were rightly punished.  Now that' s a plain 
warning.  So wake up and obey.  What was written to the readers 2000 years ago is applicable to 
us today.  Take heed!  Obey the Gospel today.  Amen.  
 
 


